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There is one aspect of his career which requires
delicate handling and which yet cannot be passed
over in silence. I refer to his political ambition.
The ascent to high office is, as Bacon has reminded
us in that notable essay " Of Great Place," often
" by a winding stair.5* And not only by a winding
stair but sometimes by a secret one. Of one of his
own colleagues Lord Morley himself quoted with
scornful approval the criticism of Campbell-Banner-
man, " he is always creeping in velvet slippers up
the back stairs/' Did Lord Morley himself never
choose that tortuous mode of ascent ? Was he as
indifferent as he seemed to the arts by which men
rise ? Were there in his career no abjurations of
early faiths ? In politics men rise only too often
to higher, but not greater, things " on their dead
selves as stepping-stones " in a sense quite other
than that which the poet of In Memoriam intended.
This is a question which has to be faced. If
Lord Morley's ban on biography had succeeded
in silencing all posthumous criticism, the matter
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